Eng 418: Advanced Studies in Chaucer

English

This course usually focuses on Troilus and Criseyde and/or the earlier works. Attention may be given to Chaucer criticism and scholarship, to issues in medieval historiography, or to Chaucer in the English or European literary tradition.

3 Credits

Prerequisites

- One of the following: Eng 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226, or 299.

Instruction Type(s)

- Lecture: Lecture for Eng 418
- Lecture: Web-based Lecture for Eng 418
- Lecture: WEB Washington Internship for Eng 418

Subject Areas

- General Literature
- English Literature (British and Commonwealth)

Related Areas

- American Literature (United States)
- English Literature (British and Commonwealth)
- General Literature
- Literature, Other